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QUESTION 1

Your customer\\'s internal security teams receive requests to allow Amazon S3 access from inside the corporate
network. All external traffic must be explicitly whitelisted through your corporate firewalls. 

How can your security team grant this access? 

A. Obtain the list of IP prefixes from AWS Forum announcements, and use those prefixes in firewall rules. 

B. Obtain the list of IP prefixes from ip-ranges.json, and use those prefixes in firewall rules. 

C. Obtain the list of IP prefixes by performing a DNS lookup on Amazon S3 endpoints, and use those prefixes in firewall
rules. 

D. Connect your data center to a VPC via Direct Connect. Create routes that forward traffic from your data center to an
S3 private endpoint. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

ip-ranges.json contains the latest list of IP addresses used by AWS. AWS no longer posts IP prefixes in 

Forum announcements. DNS lookups would not provide an exhaustive list of possible IP prefixes. D would 

require transitive routing, which is not possible. 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has established an AWS Direct Connect connection between its customer gateway at its on-premises data
center and a virtual private gateway m the AWS Cloud The BGP routing protocol configuration includes the Autonomous
System Number {ASN) of 7224 on the AWS end of the connection and the BGP ASN of 65004 on the company end of
the connection. 

The company\\'s IT administrators report that servers that run at the on-premises data center are not able to
communicate with the company\\'s web application that runs on a fleet of Amazon EC2 Instances A network engineer
performs initial troubleshooting The network engineer finds that the private VIF is operational and that there is a fully
established BGP peering session However, the company still cannot route traffic over the private VIF. 

Which of the following is a possible cause of this connectivity issue? 

A. Firewall or ACL rules are blocking TCP pod 179 or are blocking high-numbered ephemeral TCP pons. 

B. The provider is advertising 50 prefixes for private VIFs. 

C. VPC route tables am lacking prefixes that point to the virtual private gateway to which the private VIF is connected. 

D. Peer IP addresses for both sides of the BGP peering session are not configured correctly. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

Your company just deployed a WAF to protect its resources. You need to create a baseline before you start blocking
traffic. How will you achieve this? 

A. Set the WAF to Monitor mode. 

B. Set the WAF to its defaults and let it do its job. 

C. Setup a Lambda function to monitor Flow Logs and analyze the traffic using Elasticsearch. 

D. A WAF is default deny and does not allow this. You need to use an IDS instead. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Monitor mode is the only good choice. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has recently established an AWS Direct Connect connection from its on-premises data center to AWS. A
Network Engineer has blocked all traffic destined for Amazon S3 over the company\\'s gateway to the internet from its
on-premises firewall. S3 traffic should only traverse the Direct Connect connection. Currently, no one in the on-premises
data center can access Amazon S3. 

Which solution will resolve this connectivity issue? 

A. Configure a private virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to
choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop for traffic destined for Amazon S3. 

B. Establish an S3 VPC endpoint for the company\\'s Amazon VPC. Configure a private virtual interface on the Direct
Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop. 

C. Configure a public virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to
choose Direct Connect as the preferred next hop for traffic destined for Amazon S3. 

D. Configure a public virtual interface on the Direct Connect connection. Establish an AWS managed VPN over the
connection. Update the on-premises routing tables to choose the VPN connection as the preferred next hop. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created a custom VPC. What are two things you may need to do in order to SSH directly into your instance?
(Choose two.) 

A. Enable SSH on the instance 

B. Attach a NAT Gateway 
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C. Enable Public IP addresses 

D. Attach an Internet Gateway 

Correct Answer: CD 

Explanation: 

Public IP addresses are not enabled by default in a custom VPC. An Internet Gateway is also required. 
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